Keywords: Universal data warehousing, frame metadata model, data materialization, schema integration, object relational view, unified modeling language 1 Introduction A data warehouse is a large repository of data used in decision support system. To enhance the efficiency of DSS, data warehouse contains summarized data on various pre-determined dimensions. The data warehouse data is obtained from multiple and heterogeneous databases(base data), and retains the information after the base data changes. Data in a warehouse are generally multidimensional, which determines the conceptual model for end users' tool, database and query engine design. Front-end and querying tools provide operations such as pivoting, rollup, drill down, slice and dice, ranking, selections, etc 1 .Data warehousing aggregates data across many dimensions looking for useful patterns. The current database languages such as SQL allow users retrieve data in zero-dimensional, one-dimensional or two-dimensional aggregate. The data warehouse supports and complies with the multidimensional data model. Since distributed and heterogeneous databases have been the main emphasis of research and development over recent years, many large organizations have set their database systems integrated and interoperable. It is logical and cost effective to build data warehouse facilities on top of the heterogeneous database systems.
1
Introduction A data warehouse is a large repository of data used in decision support system. To enhance the efficiency of DSS, data warehouse contains summarized data on various pre-determined dimensions. The data warehouse data is obtained from multiple and heterogeneous databases(base data), and retains the information after the base data changes. Data in a warehouse are generally multidimensional, which determines the conceptual model for end users' tool, database and query engine design. Front-end and querying tools provide operations such as pivoting, rollup, drill down, slice and dice, ranking, selections, etc 1 .Data warehousing aggregates data across many dimensions looking for useful patterns. The current database languages such as SQL allow users retrieve data in zero-dimensional, one-dimensional or two-dimensional aggregate. The data warehouse supports and complies with the multidimensional data model. Since distributed and heterogeneous databases have been the main emphasis of research and development over recent years, many large organizations have set their database systems integrated and interoperable. It is logical and cost effective to build data warehouse facilities on top of the heterogeneous database systems.
We propose an architecture which allows users to perform direct multi-dimensional queries upon integrated schema on heterogeneous database system platform 2 . We advocate a multi-dimensional universal data warehousing approach by covering object relational front-end views 3 to underlying integrated schema and data sources. In the relational view, relations and SQL queries represent the multidimensional data warehouse and perform operations on them. This is organized by star schema, which consists of a central fact table and a table for each dimension. Dimension tables consist of respective dimensions and related attributes. These dimensions are predicates in user queries. Fact tables consist of pointers to each of the dimensions. Summary data are in the fact tables, sharing the dimension tables or by modifying the same dimension tables and adding new fields to handle aggregation. The OO model has certain characteristics which are suited to creating and managing a data warehouse to handle basic view design 3 and maintenance 4 issues, particularly for the operation of data warehousing through method calls. We develop an architecture of a universal data warehousing for the integration of RDB and OODB. Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture where RDB schema and OODB schema are integrated and stored in a frame metadata model, and then extracted with an object relational view in a star schema 5 . Miller 6 indicates that schematic heterogeneity is an important class of heterogeneity arising frequently in integrating legacy data in federated or data warehousing applications. He shows how higher order views can be used in answering queries on schematically heterogeneous structures. IBM 7 provide a CUBE operator which treats each of the N aggregation attributes as a dimension of N-space. Super-aggregate are computed by aggregating the N-cube to lower dimensional spaces. They extend SQL with CUBE operator which unifies the relational representation of aggregate, group by, histograms, roll-ups, drill-downs and cross tables. Pegasus 8 identifies the object in a multidatabase system in three aspects: The existence and identity of underlying objects represents the discrepant information in the external data sources; the existence and identity of unifying objects presents a coherent view to end users; and the mapping between the two. Tsimmis 9 describes components that extract properties from unstructured objects, translates information into a common object model, combines information from several sources, allow browsing of information, and manages constraints across heterogeneous sites. Multibase 10 provide a very high level interface for read-only applications, which is transparent to data allocation and to heterogeneity of the DBMSs. Multibase uses derivation mechanisms for
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generating global data from local data. When several level databases store local data objects which are portions of the same global data object, the global schema includes that global data object without referring to its components. Ali et al. 11 verify by experiment that queries over materialized views generally run very much faster than those over virtual views.
1.2
Metadata modeling based on a frame metadata model To facilitate metadata modeling, we employ a frame metadata model which consists of the active and dynamic data structure of ORDB(object-relational database). The frame metadata model in class format stores the method of operations of each class in four tables in Table 1 . Table 1 , every header class includes basic frame information to represent the class entity. Class_Name is a class identifier, a unique name defined by the application developer. Parent class represents the generalization between the current class and its super class. Each class may contain a call to an interactive SQL command file. Class_Type describes the type of class. Static class is for static data instance and active class is for invoking event-driven rules. Primary_Key defines the semantics of an object identifier (OID). Attribute classes represent the properties of a class. A particular object has a value for each of its attributes. Attributes that are not divisible are atomic attributes. An attribute value can be derived from related attributes or objects. An associated attribute identifies the associated classes. Frame metadata model provides mechanisms for the methods that act on the data, and uses this characteristic to enforce the semantics of an integrated schema. The methods of the frame metadata model represent the behaviour, the active rules, and the deductive rules of a particular object. Constraints are functions required to allow proper handling of knowledge update for interrelated actions and active database rules.
Contributions and Organization of our Paper
The main contributions of our work include an architecture of building a universal data warehousing (UDW) system, and an associated meta-data modeling approach to facilitate the development of UDW. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the methodology of developing the UDW by means of providing object relational views. Section 3 provides a case study on a sales product data warehousing application. An experimental prototype has been developed and described in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 is the conclusion.
2
Universal Data Warehousing Methodology Our data warehouse methodology is embodied by three steps: schema integration with star schema, data materialization with data cube and object-relational views with OLAP.
2.1
Schema Integration for star schema In the first step, schema integration provides a global view of multiple schemas. It involves using a bottom up approach to integrate existing database into a global database by pairs as follows:
Begin For each existing database do Begin If its conceptual schema does not exist then recover its conceptual schema by capturing semantics from source database/*refer to appendix A*/ For each pair of existing database schema A and schema B do 12 begin Resolve semantic conflicts between schema A and schema B; /*Procedure 1*/ Merge classes/entities and relationship between schema A and schema B; /*Procedure 2*/ Capture/resolve semantic constraints arising from integrated schema in Frame Metadata Model; end end end
The source schemas must be analysed in pairs and resolved semantic conflicts in different areas by well-define semantic rules with user supervisions. The conflicts and constraints arising from the integration are captured and enforced in the Frame Metadata Model. We can apply data exhaustive search algorithm 13 to verify the abstract semantic representations to ensure the correctness of the integrated schema.
Procedure 1. Identify/resolve the semantics conflicts among source schemas.
Input: Source schema A and source schema B with semantic conflicts to each other. Output: Integrated schema Y after data transformation In dealing with definition related conflict like inconsistency in keys or synonyms/homonyms in names, user supervision is essential. For semantic conflicts arising from structural differences, the goal is to capture as much information from the source schemas as possible. The conservative approach is to capture the superset from the schemas. When dealing with data type conflicts between two schemas, we can transform the conflict into relationship 14 . Figure 2d Aggregation 15 is an abstraction in which a relationship among objects is represented by a higher level aggregate object. In relational view, aggregation consists of an aggregate entity which is a relationship set with corresponding entities as a single entity set 16 . In object-oriented view, aggregation provides a mechanism for modeling the relationship IS_PART_OF between objects 17 . An object storing the reference of another object is a composite object. An object becomes dependent upon another if the dependent object is referred by another 'parent' object. When an object is deleted, all dependent objects are deleted.
Procedure 2 Merge classes/entities and relationship relations
(domain(A) ∩  domain(B)) ≠ 0) ∧  ((I(A) ∩ I(B))=0) THEN begin Class(X1) ←  Class(A) Class(X2) ← Class(B) Domain(X) ←  domain(A) ∪ domain(B) (I (X1) ∩  I(X2)) = 0 end ELSE IF ((domain(A) ∩ domain(B)) ≠ 0) ∧ ((I(A) ∩ I(B)) ≠ 0) THEN begin Class(X1) ← Class(A) Class(X2) ← Class(B) domain(X) ← domain(A) ∪ domain(B) (I(X1) ∩ I(X2)) ≠  0 end;
Merge classes/entities by Aggregation in
If
Domain (Attr(B1)) ⊂  Domain (Attr(A)) AND Domain (Attr(B2))  ⊂ Domain (Attr(A)) THEN begin aggregation(X) ← Class(A) Class X1 ← Class B1 Class X2 ← Class B2 Class X owns 4 Class X1 Class X owns Class X2 End; 18 from integrated schema We identify each local database integrated to form the HDBS. An integrated Heterogeneous DataBase System (HDBS) uses table-based integration approach, such as Global Schema Approach and Multidatabase Language Approach. These approaches identify each Local DataBase System as one unit object for integration. The database schema integration technology ensures no duplicated data. We provide an integration methodology to construct the global view for an Executive Information System(EIS) application in a heterogeneous environment for data warehousing. The field information is stored into a local database metadata system, in the form of a frame metadata model which can represent relational model and object-oriented model into a single uniform. Figure 3 shows an UML 19 of our local database metadata system including server class, database class, header class, attribute class, method class, and operator class.
Extract a star schema
• Create integrated schema
The global view of an application for a HDBS is stored in the integrated database metadata system. Figure 4 shows an UML of our integrated database metadata system including global • Create star schema
We create a star schema on the integrated global schema to get the multi dimension query resulted from the global database. To enable users to do the multi-dimension query, a star schema 20 is applied in our system. Figure 5 shows an UML for the star schema metadata in our system, which includes two classes, Dimension Class and Fact Class.
•
Create data cube The traditional query language cannot directly support the multi-dimension query. So we need an OLAP query language to complete the multi-dimension query. To enable users to do the multidimension query, a star schema approach is applied in our system. Figure 6 shows the UML for the technical data cube in our system. In summary, we can put together a centralized catalogue system for server, database, integrated schema, star schema and frame metadata model in Figure 7 . 
2.2
Data materialization for data cubes In the second step, we develop the common warehouse views of star schema based on the underlying integrated schema. To provide more efficient processing, warehouse views are developed in the form of object relational views. In addition, decisions for choosing which views to materialize follow the work of Yang et. al. 21 
2.2.1
Load data into star schema database We use the following processes to load data into data cube. They generate a relational multidimensional data model and its materialized view as follows:
• Specify data source -The data warehouse designer determines the task-related data table(s) from the integrated global database schema to build up the necessary star schema.
• Define a set of dimensions -The data warehouse designer decides upon the dimension level of the attributes in the data source as the dimensions of the star schema and then constructs these dimensions into a hierarchy structure for aggregation and classification. These information are stored into Dim_Table and Dim_Data as our star schema metadata.
• Define a set of measurements -The designer chooses interested measurements of the star schema and decides the aggregation functions, such as sum, avg, count, max etc for the measurement. These information are stored into Fact_Attr as our star schema metadata.
• Data cube generation -This process involves retrieving the physical data from local databases and moves the data to our star schema database by following the pre-defined configuration designed in the previous steps. There are two kinds of data to be moved into the data warehouse. One is dimension data and the other is fact data for the star schema. The following shows the algorithm to create data cube. The sub-procedure Variant_Dimension_Permutation utilizes all dimension permutation such as logic truth table. For example, if there are N dimension then there will be 2 N permutation result. Each permutation result will be generated to a SQL command in Generate_SQL sub-procedure. AF represents the aggregation function for the measurements. The SQL command matches the aggregation function with Group By function. Finally, All SQL commands are Union to become a set of SQL commands for the global database. Figure 8 displays the process of the data integration for a cube. A global query command will be translated into several local database query commands. It needs an effective translation method to control the local queries. The result of these local queries will be integrated together and stored into the Dim_Data and Fact_Table.
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Data Materialization for Relational Views
Basically, the OID, stored_OID and each object of OODB are converted into primary key, foreign key and each tuple of RDB as shown below:
Unload each OODB class data into a sequential file with the following algorithm:
For 
2.2.3
Data Materialization for OO Views(note: Stored_OID is a pointer addressing to an OID.) If the user requests OO view for the data warehousing, we materialize relevant RDB into an OO view by converting RDB data into OODB objects 21, 22 . Each tuple of RDB is converted to each object of OODB where an OID is system generated for each object. The primary key, and the foreign key of each tuple of RDB are converted to attribute and stored_OID of each object of OODB as shown below:
Unload relations' tuples into OODB object:
The algorithm for this process is as follows:
Begin Get all relation R 1 , R 2 ….R n within relational schema;
For i = 1 to n do /* load each class with corresponding relation tuple data */ while R j tuple is found do output non-foreign key attribute value to a sequential file Fi with insert statement; For j = 1 to n do /*update each loaded class with its associated attribute value */ begin while Rj tuple with a non-null foreign key value is found do begin Get the referred parent relation tuple from R p which is a parent relation to R j; Output the referred parent relation tuple to a sequential file Fj with update statement; Get the referred child relation tuple from R j ; Output the referred child relation tuple to the same file Fj with update statement; end; end; For k = 1 to n do /*update each subclass to inherit its superclass attribute value */ Begin while a subclass relation Rk tuple is found do begin Get referred superclass relation tuple from Rs which is a superclass relation to Rk; Output referred superclass relation tuple to a sequential file F k with update statement; end; end;
Reload sequential files into OODB in the sequence of file F i to fill in the class attributes' values, file F j to fill in associated attributes' values and file F k to fill in subclasses' inherited values.
2.3
Object-Relational View with Online Analytical Processing In the third step, we use SQL query or method call for OLAP to obtain object relational views as follows: The Select_Items are the output fields which we select. The Global_Table_Names are the source table of integrated global schema and the StarSchemaName is the target star schema that the users select. The Column_Name of XDIMENSION is the dimension on the multi-dimension query of XDIMENSION. The [ROLL UP/DRILL DOWN] option is the scroll condition. If the 'ROLL UP' condition is selected, the scroll condition is up. If the 'DRILL DOWN' option is selected, the scroll condition is down. The level number determines the scroll level. The YDIMENSION is same as XDIMENSION. The condition expression is the boolean expression, like 'fielda = fieldb'.
OO views
3 with OLAP The OO model has a semantically richer framework for supporting multi-dimensional views. With the isa and class composition hierarchies, view design is facilitated in the OO model extracted from the integrated schema in the frame metadata model as the dimension aggregations can be considered at each level. The support of complex objects in OO provides less redundant data. Query time is faster because the OO model offers methods to summarize along its predicate 23 . The use of virtual classes and methods implies that the OO model can store some computable data as a function rather than as fixed values. Using these OO features, the users can utilize the object model to define warehouse queries, as to be shown in the example of section 3.2. In Figure 9 , the objects are shown in boxes with class names, data members and methods. The triangle indicate an is-a hierarchy, and the diamond indicates a class composition hierarchy between connected (sets of) objects. They can be considered as references.
Each view class has its own object data table to store its data. When a user wants to get the necessary data, the system would call the relevant object's methods in frame metadata model to get their own data. With the object oriented properties, particularly the inheritance, an object's method would first search/access data from the object's home class, and if not found, then from its parent class etc., instead of searching from the entire database. For this reason, the data warehouse would save time to search data in a localized manner, thereby allowing the users to get their data sooner. 
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The implementation of the OO view in the frame metadata model is as follows: Header_Class 
3
A case study of Sales Product A company has two main sales sub-departments -grocery and household, under the control of sales department. Their products data and the company's sales data are stored in OODB. Purchasing department has its warehouse database in RDB, named WarehouseDB. The sales department stores their data in OODB under same class family, named SalesCF, while CF stands for class family. There are two main classes in SalesCF: Product class and Sales class for storing products and sales information. They make two sub-classes under Product class for grocery and household sub-departments in Figure 10 .
Step 1: Schema integration with star schema Since more than one server will be used our data source, a Server class is added into frame metadata model structure. A server can contain more than one database, which may have more than one header. Thus a Database class is added into frame metadata model structure, and the integrated schema classes are in Figure 11 and Figure 21 . 
Database_class
Figure 11 Global schema classes
After schema integration, Warehouse table and Sales class are in 1:n cardinality in Figure 12 where Warehouse_ID is a foreign key/stored_OID.
Based on user requirements to query Sales table, a star schema is created in Figure 13 
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The following is the metadata tables for the star schema: Step 2: Data materialization with data cubes Step 3: Object-Relational View with OLAP Processing
Rrelational view
To support OLAP, the data cube provides the following capabilities: roll-up, drill-down, slice and dice. 
The drill-down operator is a binary operator, which considers the aggregate cube joined with the cube that has more detailed information and increases the detail of the measure in the lower level of the dimension hierarchy. The following SQL query shows the query language syntax for drilldown operator in Figure 14 . 
Drill-Down
Figure 14The Result for Drill-Down Operator (ii) Roll-up
The roll-up operator decreases the detail of the measure, aggregating it along the dimension hierarchy. The following query shows the query language syntax for roll-up operator in Figure 15 . 
(iii) Slice
The slice operator deletes one dimension of the cube, so that the sub-cube derived from all the remaining dimensions is the slice result that is specified. The following SQL query shows the query language syntax for slice operator in Figure 16 . OO views With frame metadata model, complex relationships like encapsulation can be implemented by using method class and inheritance by attribute class. Data warehousing OLAP is manifested through views. Figure 18 shows an example of views, in which Sales by Year View is the view with sales and year data for the users. If users want to include City dimension, they can use Sales by Year View to inherit a new Product by Year by City View. Rollup and drill-down operation can be implemented through inheritance. Each referred object has its accessing methods which are made available to the complex object Sales. A ViewManager class could handle views (e.g. Figure 18 . 
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4
Experimental Prototype System A frame model Application Program Interface (API) has been developed to invoke the data operation in the frame model for data semantics management. The API process handles the method defined by Constraint class during data modification. The process defined and executed by RDBMS provides triggering event fired on the class. When RDBMS process is invoked, it checks from the Constraint class for any associated method. If method is defined in the Constraint class, the method definition are queries. The process invokes the stored procedure defined by the queried method definition. If executed result returned by stored procedure violates the rule defined in Constraint class, error message is returned to the user (refer to Figure 19 ). Date cube modeling sub-system is an important component in frame model data warehouse system. It is because all metadata will be generated automatically through this data cube builder. All users are required to build their data cube before any analysis activity. After users build the data cube, they can use that data cube to carry out analysis on OLAP report sub-system. In this sub-system, users specify what criteria (dimensions and levels) or time range that they are interested in. Then the system will retrieve the metadata from data warehouse database. From the metadata, system locates where the dimension table information is. When system completes the interpretation of metadata, it builds a temporary result table and import required dimension columns from appropriate dimension database and fact columns from data warehouse database. Afterward, aggregation is carried out and a summarized result table is generated for the user in Figure 20 .
Chose the object and then click the view button.
On the other hand, the system provides the roll up and drill down function for the user to zoom in and zoom out the data When the user reaches the lowest level of the data, the system would pop up the warning dialog box to tell the user that this is the Lowest Level. 
Conclusion
We have presented an architecture which provides an object relational view of a data warehousing system in relational and object-oriented models. A frame metadata model integrates local databases and provides an object-relational view of star schema. Data materialization can be performed for either relational or object-oriented view of star schema upon users request. A threephased data warehouse development has been devised to allow effective construction of data warehouse facilities upon an integrated, heterogeneous database system platform. A case study system illustrates to address many challenging issues and to demonstrate the effectiveness of the Object Relational View to data warehousing with a RDB and an OODB. This project shows that with frame metadata model, we can obtain good performance with object-oriented views of a universal data cube, which can facilitate the implementation of distributed data warehousing. The future direction of this paper is to include XML database in the universal data warehousing.
Appendix A Capture data semantics of RDB and OODB into Frame Metadata model Data operation examines data occurrence of source database for recovering data semantics.
Step 1.1 Capture the isa relationship of a legacy database into the Frame model metadata in Figure 22a .
An isa relationship is a superclass and subclass relationship such that the domain of subclass is a subset of its superclass. The following algorithm examines data occurrence of isa relationship:
Relational View
Given two relations and their primary keys R x , PK(R x ), R y , PK(R y ) in a relational schema S, we can locate their ISA relationships as: Begin Select Count(PK(R x )), PK(R x ) from R x ; Select Count(PK(R y )), PK(R y ) from R y ; Select Count(*)=Allcount from PK(R y ) where PK(R y ) is in PK(R x ); IF Count(PK(R y )) ≥ Allcount THEN begin ISA-relationship (R y , R x ) := True; R y := subclass relation; R x := superclass relation; End; End; A similar isa relationship is defined in OODB schema as inheritance, and needs not to be examined.
The following metadata stores the captured isa relationship: Header Class Class_Name Primary_key Parents Operation Class_type R x PK(R x ) 0 Static R y PK(R y ) R x Static
Step 1.2 Capture generalization of a legacy database schema into frame model metadata in figure  22b . A generalization can be represented by more than one subclasses having a common superclass.
The following algorithm examines data occurrence of disjoint generalization such that subclass instances are mutually exclusive stored in each subclass.
Relational View Object-Oriented View The following metadata stores the captured aggregation: 
